<Combibag LP
Environmentally friendly storage system
for manure and digestate with gas capture

<

For use at a biogas installation
Combibag Low Pressure is a flexible storage for up to 5000m3 of manure
and digestate, which captures the gases released during the digestion
processes. The relatively low investment, fast installation and landscapefriendly appearance are the main advantages.
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Environmentally friendly storage system
for manure and digestate with gas capture
The Combibag is a system that Wiefferink has developed to store manure and digestate in an odourless manner, while also providing space to capture
the methane given off by the slurry. The special
eco-green colour of the Combibag means it is hardly
noticeable in the landscape. The storage system is
easy to install on most ground types.
	The Combibag is produced with a special foil suitable for the
digestion process and for capturing gas. In comparison with our
Ecobag, it has more, heavier fastening points, tension straps
and anchors. These are appropriate for absorbing the forces
resulting from the gas pressure. The Combibag is fitted with
an over/under-pressure valve and has a maximum gas pressure
of 1.5 mbar.

Combibag
The Combibag includes:
1

	Very strong, chemically resistant, flexible foil

2

	More than enough reinforced fastening points, straps and
anchors

3

	Gas-tight inspection opening with stainless steel hatch

4

	Safety edge and separate gas removal points

5

	Over/under-pressure valve

Available options
1

	Extra inspection opening with stainless steel hatch and
safety edge

2

	Electric mixer

3

	Pressure and/or fill level measurement

4

	Heating

5

	Connections with non-return valve(s) for
biogas installations

Advantages
1

	Large, flexible storage with gas capture

2

	Simple permit process; sometimes notification is sufficient

3

	Fast delivery and assembly

4

	Landscape-friendly due to low profile and green colour

5

	Low investment costs

6

	5-year warranty

Applications
Blends into the landscape

As storage for manure when spreading is not permitted.

The Combibag captures the gases released, to prevent odour nuisance

As final digester in combination with a biogas installation.

in the vicinity. In addition, the Combibag is available in grey and a

For temporary or permanent storage of waste flows with

special new eco-green colour to blend in with the landscape.

gas formation.

No building permit

Gas volume and max. manure volume 4000 m3 Combibag LP

No building permit is required, because no permanent construction is
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required for the Combibag. Depending on local legislation, however,
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Installation of the Combibag
The main advantage of the Combibag is that it can be installed in

gas volume m³

it may be necessary to apply for an installation permit, though sometimes simply notifying the authorities of the installation is sufficient.
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almost any location, without a supporting structure. The Combibag is
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placed within an earth bank for side support. Wiefferink supplies the
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drawings for dimension of the groundwork. Before installation, our
experts inspect the sizing and the situation at your location, so that
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we can complete the installation as quickly and effectively as possible,
ready to use.
Additional options for the Combibag include a gas pump installation,
pressure measurement, heating and a mixer.
Maintenance and lifespan
The Combibag requires very little maintenance. It is, however,
necessary to check the volume of the gas production, the intended
gas removal and the operation of the over/under-pressure valve.
Wiefferink provides a 5-year warranty for the Combibag on material
and production defects.
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The Wiefferink Group works with flexible foil
and supplies products and services relating to
storage and covering solutions. We are widely
active in the environmental and biogas branches.
	

The Wiefferink Group
	Thanks to more than 50 years experience working with
flexible foils, we have acquired unprecedented know-how
of complex storage and covering issues. That is why our
products, techniques and processes are so reliable.
Highest quality
	We strive for top quality in everything we do. Wiefferink is a
modern, industrial foil processor with KIWA, KOMO, VCA and
ISO 9001:2008 certifications. We have the most advanced
production methods at our disposal; modern thermal and
high-frequency welding equipment, CNC cutting technology,
our own laboratory, testing facilities and quality protocols
ensure the high quality standard of our products. We deliver
that top quality together with the unrivalled enthusiasm of
our specialised employees.
Continuous development
Wiefferink applies the most modern production technologies
and continuously develops its products. With the input of our
clients, the newest techniques and innovations, we raise our
products to an ever higher standard of quality.
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